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Your facilitators 
today:

Alex Lamberton
Nutrition Resource Manager
email: alexl@regionalfoodbank.net 

Jessica Welshans
Agency Services
email: jessicaw@regionalfoodbank.net

mailto:alexl@regionalfoodbank.net
mailto:jessicaw@regionalfoodbank.net
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Agenda
• What: Defining Client Choice 

• Why: Benefits and Opportunities 

• How: Maximizing Client Choice (incl. HPNAP compliance) 

• How: Client Choice Champion: Brenda Blanks, Director of

   Zion Community Food Pantry, Hudson NY

• Wrap-up & Discussion

       

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Regional Food Bank is a member of the national network of Food Banks called Feeding America. This workshop focuses on ways to implement or even just increase the amount of a client choice food being offered at any size, or style pantry. Feeding America recently did a 3-year long study with The Morgan Stanley Foundation working with over 100 food pantries to both define client choice in practice, and create a shared language and best practices around it. That study informed some of the ideas here. That study is in the resource packet. 
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Resource Packet:

1. Feeding America & Morgan Stanley Foundation Choice Study

2. HPNAP Choice Markers by Household Size

3. Study Quantifies the Benefits of Client Choice from foodbanknews.org

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The resource packet includes three things:Feeding America & Morgan Stanley Foundation Choice StudyHPNAP Choice Markers by Household SizeStudy Quantifies the Benefits of Client Choice from foodbanknews.org
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What: Defining Client Choice       
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• Client choice = personal autonomy 

• Not a binary: “yes, we offer choice” or “no, we don’t”

• Client choice is mindset for any type of pantry

• How can we maximize for choice?

What Is Client Choice?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When we talk about client choice what we’re really talking about is personal autonomy for our neighbors. Allowing them as much power and decision-making over the food they and their families are going to consume as possible, and of course still working within the limits of your pantry resources. That’s the central tension you’re navigating.  In the study by feeding America, it makes a point to say choice is not an either-or-situation, either you offer choice, or you don’t. Offering client choice can be a mindset, and there are multiple ways to do it that can fit within the mold of any type of pantry: small, large, urban, rural, in basements, in closets, drive-thrus.Any type of pantry can adopt a client choice mindset by thinking about ways to maximize the amount of choice their clients are offered. All types of food pantries are important and serve a critical function in their communities. The goal of this workshop is not to diminish any one type of pantry, or any one type of distribution model. The goal of today is to help you identify where your pantry is at right now, and ways to keep evolving the assistance you’re already providing. To think about ways to maximize the amount of choice you can offer, in whatever capacity you can.
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Choice models range from:

What Is Client Choice?

 No choice
 Limited choice
 Modified choice
 Full choice

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So a mindset is great -- but what’s the tangible? what is that in practice? One of the best ways for us to start talking about and share ideas around increasing client choice is to start with those shared definitions to give us all a baseline. Feeding America’s study identified four existing types of choice models at food pantries. We said no two food pantries are totally alike, but generally all their distribution models do fall into these four broad buckets: No choiceLimited choiceModified choiceFull choiceThe takeaway is that there’s a spectrum of choice models that you can aim for depending on what’s will work for you and depending on your pantry’s set-up and resources.



#3 Modified Choice #4 Full Choice 

#2 Limited choice#1 No choice
• Pre-packed

• Everyone receives the 
    same items 

• Little to no exceptions

• Staff handles all food

• Combination pre-packed with
    limited choice of certain items

• Includes “freebie” table set-ups

• Staff handles most food Whole

+ Choice

• Select from list, point & pick from shelf

• General choice between food items 
 (ie pasta vs bread)

• Staff still handles most food

Whole

• Reminiscent of grocery shopping 
 or farmer’s market

• Amount owed per household clearly communicated

• Neighbors can see all available food, can touch and select their 
own food

 

Whole

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As defined by Feeding America here are the 4 broadly-defined choice-models This is less about rigid-definitions and more about the spectrum of ideas. Your pantry can be a mix of styles, that’s okay. No Choice – Neighbors leave with a pre-packed bags or box filled with food. Not necessarily less variety, or less quantity of food, but little to no choice of what the food is inside. These pantries may and usually do take special requests for dietary or allergen needs, but we wouldn’t consider special requests like that to be “choice” necessarily. It’s still a great thing to do, I do not want to diminish that. But that does require your neighbors to disclose additional information.  Ultimately in this model all clients are getting basically the same thing, and neighbors never touch the food in the pantry. Limited Choice model – here we still have pre-packed staples, maybe it’s some of the HPNAP required items in the bag, coupled with a choice of other items that make sense. So limited choice is a combination of pre-packed coupled with some choice. Here volunteers or staff touching are still the ones touching the food for the most part. These two set-ups can work well for certain situations. If you have regulars and you’re able to anticipate their needs. It’s great to serve people in the way that they need to be served. But here you want to think about how to can lean into and expand the limited choices that are being offered.Modified Choice – so here’s where the list format would come in, or the dutch door/window set-up, or maybe you list things on a whiteboard. So here clients get a menu or list of what the pantry has in stock, or they are calling in their order and the choices available to them are communicated, along with hopefully the amount available to them, and they select what they’d like from there. This can be a great set-up for pantries with limited space. Not everyone has the space right now to allow their guests inside. A list can still allow your neighbors some power to have time to think and evaluate, plan what they’d like to get from your pantry. It’s helpful to be specific on your list. Instead of saying choice of 1 meat – its better to list choice of chicken breast, whole chicken, pork loin, etc. You want to have a plan around how that list stays updated. Full choice – this is where the shopping model would lay. Again not necessarily more variety or more quantity of food, but the difference here is the full spectrum of your pantry’s physical inventory is visible to guests when they are selecting, and they are able to handle the food. You don’t have to be a full-on mini grocery store to offer full choice, maybe you use tables, or shelving, or coolers with icepacks. On this last point with amount owed per household being clearly communicated, obviously Item limits and quantities per household are very important. The quantity of something available to someone is an important part of choice.If we’re imagining this more as more of a spectrum, and your pantry is closer to the no choice, pre-packed model, your next move might think about moving to the second model, limited choice, keeping some of those prepacked items and coupling that with a choice of other items that make sense. Incremental change is how we start to incorporate more choice. 
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Why: Benefits and Opportunities 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why Is Client Choice Important? Some of these whys might be self-evident but it is important to reinforce the reasons and get specific behind why offering client choice is important, and its effects. Even some of the less tangible benefits are still so important. 
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Why Is Client Choice Important? 

Neighbor Experience 
• Dignity & respect
• Reduces stigma
• Encourages use

Pantry Operations
• Decreased food waste
• More stable inventory

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1) The biggest why to offer more choice, however you can, is because it just creates a more dignified experience at the pantry. Offering more choice reduces the stigma around receiving food assistance, and it changes the power dynamic between your pantry as the giver, and your neighbor as a receiver. The argument here is that it can change your neighbor’s perspective on using food pantries if they can choose food according to their dietary needs, cultural foods they’re more familiar with and like to eat and know how to cook all while not having to disclose as much information. That in turn makes them more likely to use the resources available to them. Overall it can just be a more positive experience. And there’s a quote from a pantry included in the Feeding America study speaking to the psychological benefit. 2) The more choice people are getting around their food, the less likely it is that food will go to waste. The less likely it is you’ll see it next to your dumpster, or re-donated to you a few weeks later. Not only that you may even see your inventory stabilize and not be depleted as quickly. An important clarification if you’re receiving the NYS HPNAP grant is that your guests only need to be offered the choices on the three day-pantry package guide. They do not necessarily have to take everything that is available to them. If you’re pre-packing bags around the HPNAP guide, think about how your inventory might be affected by letting folks pick and choose some of the items. Hopefully allowing guests to be more discerning makes your ordering and re-stocking processes a little simpler because you will know what's popular and you know what to keep in stock. There’s a quote from a study quantifying the benefits of client choice.
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Why Is Client Choice Important? 

Volunteer/Staff Experience
• Workload reduction
• Staff/volunteer resources 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
3) A benefit reported in the study was a shift in volunteer resources. A reduction in workload might depend on your setup, but certainly as you shift operations around more choice, opportunities could open for new roles and tasks. It might not mean less time for your volunteers, but it could mean time spent doing different things, which could lead to more efficiencies. This is where getting feedback and buy-in and talking to your team about choice and why its important, and understanding what they’re thinking is important. 
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How: Maximizing Client Choice 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’ve covered the what and the whys behind offering more client choice and now we’re get spend the rest of the time more around the how. Next we’ll walk through some HPNAP basics. The idea here to connect HPNAP with client choice is to marry some of these competing priorities.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
NYS requires each member receiving the HPNAP grant to submit this screening form to the Regional Food Bank  once every 2 years. It is based on what a family of 4 receives from your pantry. Choices are a unit of measurement that balances package size, serving size, variety as well as MyPlate recommendations. This would equate to:10 choices for fruits/vegetables10 choices of protein5 choices of grainsIt is important to clearly communicate the quantities available to each household size because it can make things simpler. A free table with a “Take as much as you want mentality” would not be considered HPNAP compliant. In fact, that model can even discourage people from taking full advantage of what’s available to them. There’s a few ways to communicate to clients about what’s owed to them in the three-day pantry package. Some pantries have signs or markers, some just talk to their clients, some pre-pack a bag that they know they’re meeting the guidelines.
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Client Choice: Making Meals Make Sense

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Just because something doesn’t count towards the HPNAP pantry package, doesn’t mean it shouldn’t be part of your distribution. Make sure you’re thinking about ways to create a whole meal. Some examples here are the syrup and butter. Condiments with a meat, etc. Although it doesn’t fit into any of the 3 categories, it can be used to make meals with. IE Syrup with your pancakes and butter with your mashed potatoes. The main word here is meals, not just food. Extras like these are a great way to increase choiceSome items HPNAP will allow funding for, but not count it towards the pantry package. Some examples are:Cooking oilsSyrupSugarCondimentsSpicesCrackersJelly
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The Regional Food Bank is supplemental
 Retail Store Donation Program
 Just in time delivery
 Local food drives, donation bins

Sampling
 For hard to move or unfamiliar foods

Signage 

Client Choice: Optimizing Inventory

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As a food source, The Regional Food Bank is meant to be supplemental to your inventory. As many of you know, our inventory is variable and it fluctuates. It's always encouraged to find other sources of food to bolster your ability to offer choice. If inventory is your main concern with offering more choice, feel free reach out to us about our Retail Store Donation Program or Just in time delivery, for fresh fruits and veggies, we can see if you qualify for that, as that can add more inventory. Another way to add inventory is of course local food drives, donation bins in grocery stores. SamplingGiving out samples to your guests can provide insight to unfamiliar foods and help get rid of those hard to move items in inventory. If you are moving away from pre-packed bags and want a different a task for your volunteers, this could be a good one. And of-course signage, if guidelines aren’t clear, if what people are owed is not made clear – it could make people be a little shy, they might not want to seem too “greedy”. But if what they are owed is communicated to them upfront, directly, that could make them more comfortable to take that amount. It can also reduce potential conflicts when everyone understands the methodology that goes into your distribution. The household guidelines need to be communicated somehow either visually or verbally. In your resource packet we are including household size markers that can be put out for display. If you are providing more than the minimum choices, that’s great too, just adjust the markers to what makes sense for your pantry. 
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Feeding America Study Results
• Not having enough volunteers and staff (32%)
• A belief that it was more efficient to prepare bags in advance (29)%
• Not having enough space (27%)
• Not having enough time (22%)

Others reported
• Language barriers
• Guest issues 
• Volunteer comfort 
• Most reported barrier to FULL choice: desire for efficiency

Client Choice: Obstacles

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The 3-year feeding America study we’ve been talking about took a poll from their pantries on perceived obstacles before moving to more choice. And here are the top 4 results up there, and some other notable obstacles that were reported.
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Client Choice: Set-Up 
 Signage and layout

 Visibility and placement of food
 Arrange according to food groups
 Abundance encourages healthy choice

 Neighbors should know what/how much they are owed

 Staggered entry, appointments, or groupings to avoid 
crowding

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Your pantry set-up or your space may impact what style you are. A lot of you are working out of closest and basements, and temporary shared spaces. These are still some things to consider about your distribution and storage set-ups. Signage and layout – again making it clear and obvious where to go with the flow of trafficVisibility and placement of food, an important part of choice is seeing all the choices available. Again clearly communicating household size choice quantities, letting people know what and how much is available to them is allowing for more choice. Stagger entry to avoid crowding. A lot of pantries use an appointments system or even appointment groupings. This is where communication and setting expectations with guests is important.
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 Mixing styles and incremental change

 Set clear expectations

 Use staff/volunteer feedback

 Have a SNAP/WIC referral process

 @Regional Food Bank -- Inventory Suggestions

Client Choice: Operations 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Operationally here are some ideas for implementing more-choice in your pantry. Remember, this isn’t a change that necessarily needs to happen overnight. Consider a mix-styles, Incremental change, if your pantry is no-choice, consider moving to limited choice. Incremental change is important to building buy-in from your neighbors and volunteers. Give them that experience in smaller doses so they know what they’re signing up for. Set clear expectations for your guests, around choice numbers, around behavior expectations, this is going to reduce potential issues if everyone is aware of the ground rules going into it. It also gives you grounds to remove someone who is not following those rules. SNAP referrals – I’m sure most of you are doing this, but if you do not have a process to inform or refer neighbors for SNAP or WIC enrollment or information, please talk to us about how to create one. SNAP/WIC benefits really are the ultimate choice for folks to go to the grocery store. Please make inventory suggestions to us. If we’re asking you guys to offer more choice, we have to offer you more to choose from. CLICK. Here is our form on our website to make inventory suggestion, if you get feedback pass that feedback to us. It could preferred brands, even preferred sizes. Get specific. We do have an in-house procurement team and they are able receive suggestions. 



NYS HPNAP Operations Support grant
 Folding tables
 Refrigeration/freezers including clear glass coolers
 Re-usable bags
 Insulated/thermal blankets
 Shopping carts or wagons
 Wire shelving including rolling shelving
  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is a list of equipment ideas around offering more choice. People who run and volunteer in food pantries are already some of the most resourceful people on this earth, so I want to talk about ways we can make our pantries and our equipment work for us, and work for our goal of offering more choice. If you need more equipment to offer more choice, these are all items that are covered by the NYS HPNAP Operations support grant. Folding tables are the simplest way to display a lot of food, especially if you’re in a temporary or shared space, and you have to break down your set up after each distribution.Of course refrigeration/freezers but especially clear glass coolers. I have a picture here of a pantry which tapes their household limit sign right to the glass door next to the item. Clear glass coolers are a great FOOD SAFE way to let clients see what’s available. Open-top commercial coolers are also covered and go along way with offering choicesNot pictured-Re-usable bags, of course. I know those tend to go fast, but I do want to remind everyone those can be paid for by NYS. Insulated/thermal blankets – where I see these used are in conjunction with folding tables at pantries that have temporary distribution set-ups that are NOT climate controlled. So outdoors mostly. Outdoor distributions. Insulative blankets can be another great FOOD SAFE way to protect food from temperature fluctuationsShopping carts or wagons – these are a great way to help your guests collect their food while choosing. I’ve also seen pantries acquire shopping carts as donations from big box stores directly, so it never hurts to ask. Wire shelving including rolling shelving. The rolling shelves especially. If the room you distribute in is separate from your main secure storage area, think about getting some shelving with wheels on it so ii can be rolled back and forth, in and out, for distribution. I actually stole this idea, I saw these used at a pantry inside of an old school. They had most of their storage inside classrooms but didn’t have enough room for people to come inside. So on pantry day they rolled their shelving outside in the hallways and folks walked up and down and selected that way. Very resourceful. A mini-mobile pantryAll of this equipment is eligible for the NYS operations support part of the HPNAP grant. If you are not taking advantage of the HPNAP operations support grant, please reach out to the Regional Food Bank about it.



Volunteer Recruitment

o Be inclusive when seeking help
– students, people with disabilities

o Recruit online
– Facebook, your program’s website, 

VolunteerMatch.org - free

o Tie the task to the mission 

o Volunteer acknowledgement (length of 
service, times of service, etc)

o Promote from within

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We know Finding reliable volunteers can be a pain point. We at the regional food bank are very blessed with a robust volunteer base so I spoke to our director of volunteer services for recruitment and retainment best practices. Her first tip is to really be open minded when seeking help. We sometimes think of volunteers as maybe only coming from our parish or people retired from their fulltime jobs. But if you get creative there’s other workforces out there untapped. Young people / students can be worthwhile workforce. They can lift those boxes. A lot of colleges offer credits for volunteer work. I know students might be more seasonal, but they can complement the snowbirds. We spoke earlier about language // barriers. I know a few of our members have partnered with schools to bring in student translators. People with disabilities too. They can be a tremendous asset. And if you work with a day or residential program – they have support staff that typically accompany them. Their support staff know what their needs are – they know how to help them be successful. Recruit online – the beauty of internet is its reach.. Posting on facebook that you need volunteers, having an application or even just a blurb about volunteering on your website, you know what the hours are, what the tasks are, that can really help people make the decision to reach out to you if they know what to expect. A website that we actually use at the foodbank is called VolunteerMatch.org. This is a free service. It’s a website where you would essentially register your program with this website, and when people who are looking for volunteer opportunities search in a specific location, your program will come up as an opportunity in that location. That will show up on Google. You can set it up so you receive an email any time someone finds your program on this site, and says they want to volunteer.Tie the task to the mission – and by this I mean it helps to be specific about what kind of help you need, and why you need it. So let’s say you serve rural area, or you have a lot of people that are homebound – make sure that’s front and center when you’re trying to find volunteers that might be willing to deliver, make it close to home for them. I know volunteers generally do not like to be thanked – but acknowledging objective things like length of service, # of times volunteered, these are small ways to make people feel appreciated.Another great way to say thank you is to promote from within – it can be easier to find people for those more entry level volunteer positions, but if you have someone showing aptitude, passion, or even just curiosity – emphasize to them that they can have a greater role at the pantry. Ask them what they may be interested in and go from there.
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How: Client Choice Champion
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brenda is the Director of the Zion Community Food Pantry in Hudson NY, and she has been the director there for over 20 years, and serves over 1000 individuals every month at her Food Pantry. They have been a member of ours since 2001.I asked Brenda to join us and speak today because we’ve been really impressed with just the sheer dedication she and her team has around offering a lot of client choice. She has an inherent appreciation of why this is important. We’re going to do this as a Q & A, interview style with Brenda.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Zion Community Food Pantry pictured above
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Wrap-up & Discussion

• Client choice is mindset that can work at any size/style pantry

• Choice changes the pantry experience in multiple ways

• How can the Regional Food Bank help your pantry offer more 
choice?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I want to start our wrap up first just by saying thank you to everyone for their work everyday. 
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Alex Lamberton
Nutrition Resource Manager
email: alexl@regionalfoodbank.net 

Jessica Welshans
Agency Services
email: jessicaw@regionalfoodbank.net

Thank you for coming today!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you for coming today!

mailto:alexl@regionalfoodbank.net
mailto:jessicaw@regionalfoodbank.net
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